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Abstract: Cloud Computing is a cropping technology. There are many researches going under this cloud 

technology. There are many challenges in terms of security for data stored in cloud. Currently there are four 

cloud deployment models named as public cloud, private cloud, community cloud and hybrid cloud available in 

the market. According to the requirements customers can avail one among the four available cloud models. This 

paper especially discusses the security problems and stinks occurs for hybrid cloud. This paper also analyzes 

various factors that effects the security of the information stored in cloud. It provides a better understanding of 

the cloud computing research challenges, open issues and helps to find top security threats and solutions in 

hybrid cloud. 
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1.Introduction 

Cloud computing is an optimal way to provide computing resources on demand from software to internet 

storage and computational power and the preferred solutions for companies extending their infrastructure or 

launching new innovations. There are four types of cloud deployment models 1. Public cloud 2. Private cloud 3. 

Community cloud 4. Hybrid cloud.  

1.1. Public cloud: The data stored in public clouds are accessible to the public which are created and 

stored on third party servers and service provider manages and administer pool resources. The user companies 

should not purchase,maintain and manage their own hardware. 

Advantages: 

• Low cost: The service which you use should Pay for that only. The hardware and software will be 

maintained by service providers. 

• High Scalability: As per your company requirements you can easily extend your cloud capacity. 

• High Reliability:  Vast server networks to protect against failures 

Disadvantages: 

• Data security and privacy issues: The data is accessed by all the public and users know where their 

information is stored and who can access. 

• Lack of tailored services: Service providers will offer only standardized services, which fail to satisfy 

the complex requirements of the customers. 

• Lack of control: The client does not have any control on data or infrastructure and the service level 

policies and compliances are enforced by the service provider. 

1.2.Private Cloud: There is no much difference between public and private cloud from the technical 

point of view, a specific company will maintain its own private cloud. 

Advantages: 

• High security and privacy: Only authorized persons can access the data. 

• Tailored services: Companies offers customized services according the customer’s requirements. 

• High scalability and Reliability: The private clouds deployed on the organization’s intranet, which 

guarantees the efficiency and performance of the network. 

• Better control: Proper control on data and information assets. 

Disadvantages: 

• Cost: Initial hardware investment is very high in the case of on-premise infrastructure. 

• Under-utilization: Some of the subscribed resources can be under-utilized. Optimization of all the 

resources is a big challenge. 

• Vendor lock-in: The client organization is obligated to stay with the same service supplier as the 

hardware and infrastructure are outsourced by stopping the client from migrating to another vendor. 

 

1.3.Community Cloud: 

It is similar to the deployment of private cloud but the only difference is variety of companies of common 

histories share the facilities and other resources of one company that has the ownership of a private cloud server. 
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Advantages: 

• Cost reduction 

• High security, privacy and reliability 

• Ease of exchange and collaboration of data 

Disadvantages: 

• Cost is high compared to public cloud 

• Fixed space for data and bandwidth 

 

1.4.Hybrid Cloud: 

It combines the advantages of both public and private cloud systems, allowing the organizations to use public 

cloud for transfer of non-confidential data and private cloud for sensitive data. This model is gaining 

prominence in many businesses as it provides benefits of both clouds. 

Advantages: 

• Scalability 

• Costefficient 

• Security and flexibility 

Disadvantages: 

• Dependency: Depending only on single network of servers is risky in case of downtime especially for 

larger business with high demand for their services. 

• Compliance: Make sure that all services in use are in line with company security policies to protect the 

data and assets against any misdemeanors. 

• Network complexities: The complex system architecture of hybrid cloud will provide a facility to 

easily transfer data between public and private cloud networks but requires a great approach to 

management and maintenance. 

 

2.Literature review 

Many researchers provided that there are many security quibbles occurs for data which is stored in cloud. 

According to Mahak Sharma and Rajat Sehrawat,to enhance the ability to diagnose and track diseases at any 

time and anywhere and to access information in a timely manner CCA(Cloud Computing Adoption) is a new e-

healthcare networks worldwide are becoming the perfect solution[1]. Tatiana Ermakova,Benjamin fabian,Marta 

kornacka,Scott thiebes and Ali sunyaev stated that the protection of medical data from unauthorized disclosure 

and modification is the highest importance to patients. Patients strive for the possibility to stay anonymous and 

control access rights to their medical data in the system[2].Rakesh Kumar, Rinkaj Goyalcontributed towards 

identifying a single taxonomy to carry out the planned end-to-end mapping for protection 

specifications,risks,weaknesses and countermeasures and highlights security stinks in other relevant fields,such 

as trust-based security models,cloud enabled applications of Big Data, Internet of Things (IoT), Software 

Defined Network (SDN) and Network[5].Shekha Chenthara,Khandakar Ahmed,Hua Wang,Frank Whittaker 

highlighted that study challenges and cyber security directions to develop a robust security model for 

EHR(Electronic-Health Records)[4,17,18]. 

 

3.Hybrid cloud security 

Hybrid cloud security is the protection of the data, applications and infrastructure associated with an IT 

architecture that including public and private clouds[19,20]. 

Hybrid cloud let companies choose where to place workloads and information on the basis of enforcement, 

audit, regulation or security requirements. This separate yet connected architecture is what makes it possible for 

organizations to operate essential private cloud workloads and less responsive public cloud workloads. It is an 

agreement that minimizes data disclosure and encourages business to tailor a versatile IT portfolio. 

 

3.1.Hybrid cloud Security Components: 

Physical Controls: These are for securing the actual hardware. Example includes locks, guards and security 

closed circuit cameras. 

Technical Controls: There are precautions built for IT networks themselves, such as tools for encryption, 

network authentication and control. Technical safeguards are one of the best hybrid cloud protection tools. 

Administrative Controls: There are initiatives that help citizens respond in ways that increase protection, such as 

preparation and planning for disasters. The figure 1 shows the cloud computing challenges and open issues. 
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Figure 1: Cloud Computing Challenges and Open Issues 

 

3.2. Hybrid Cloud Security Challenges 

3.2.1Protecting our Data:Restrict exposure to data for the organization through encryption. 

Thesimilar data would be in transit or at rest at various points in time requires a range of protection to minimize 

data disclosure during any of these states. 

3.2.2. Compliance and governance: If the organizations are related to healthcare, finances or 

government, hybrid cloud technology may present additional considerations. The organizations need to check 

the distributed environments to ensure that they are compatible and must be prepared for security audits. 

3.2.3. Security in the supply chain:In a dynamic ecosystem, hybrid cloud environments also contain 

products and applications from different vendors. The vendors will check and administrate their applications and 

products, how they will inspect source code and which implementation guidelines they follow, how and when 

vendors can provide updates and patches. 

3.3. ResearchGaps: 

Top security threats in Hybrid cloud 

3.3.1. Lack of Encryption:Data transfer through networks is vulnerable to eaves dropping and Man-in 

the -Middle attacks that circumvent mutual authentication by impersonating end points.Mobility enterprise 

managers must encrypt communications and data to prevent security incursions. 

Possible solutions: 

i.By using Cryptographic protocols that includes endpoint authentication to protect from random attacks. 

ii.Usage of Reliable Virtual Private Networks. 

iii.By using SSL/TLS to encrypt all transmissions and to  manage sever authentication and prevent interception 

of data. 

iv.To send unencrypted traffic over a network use Secure socket shell. 

3.3.2. InadequateSecurity Risk 

Assessment:Network administrators are prevented from assessing how and where an attack has occurred or whe

n it happened by failing to conduct comprehensive risk profiles of an IT infrastructure and systems. 

It makes potential infringements practically impossible to stop. 

Possible solutions: 

i.There must be robust risk management and evaluation in place - at all times. 

ii.Any malicious traffic should always be scanned by IDS/IPS systems.  

iii. Any malicious traffic should always be scanned by IDS/IPS systems. 

iv. Log tracking and latest software updates must be activated. 

v.The best way to manage network organization security using a stable SIEM system is a holistic approach. This 

allows all company security data to be accessed and trended easily. 

3.3.3. Poor Compliance: 

The Hybrid clouds need more due diligence. It must remain within compliance limits with both the providers of 

public cloud and private cloud services. In the hybrid model, preserving and explaining enforcement  is more 

complex because knowledge travels back and forth. 

Possible solutions: 

i. It is important to coordinate the two clouds. Not only do you have to maintain compliance with your public 

cloud provider and private cloud, but show the compliance of the two clouds when they operate together. 

ii.When processing confidential data, all clouds must comply with industry requirements for data protection. 

3.3.4. Weak Security Management: 
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Too many company administrators run amuck because they fail to engage authentication of both their  private 

and public cloud, identity managementand authorization procedures. Protocols for cloud protection must be 

integrated. 

Possible solutions: 

i. For both public and private clouds, replicate the controls. 

ii.Synchronize security details or using a service for identity protection that works in either cloud for the 

systems you run. 

iii.Maintain internal data storage for confidential data that is not suitable for public cloud storage. 

3.3.5. Poor Data Redundancy: 

A lack of redundancy puts at risk a hybrid IT cloud and the company. This is particularly true if you don't have 

adequately distributed redundant copies of data across all data centers. This way, spreading data mitigates the 

harm that happens when an interruption of one data center occurs. 

Possible solutions: 

i. Redundancy can be implemented by using various data centers from one cloud provider. 

ii.From several providers of public clouds. 

iii.Implement redundancy from a hybrid cloud 

3.3.6. Failure to authenticate and identity: 

When integrating public and private clouds in a hybrid setting, security management is essential. Between the 

cloud provider and enterprise employees, cybersecurity must be mutually shared. 

Possible solutions: 

i. Become diligent. 

ii. Monitor and check all access permissions. 

iii.Use an IP Multimedia Core Network Subsystem to synchronise data security (IMS). 

3.3.7. Unprotected APIs: API endpoints, when unprotected, expose sensitive data to malicious attacks 

that leverage an authentication/authorization token or key to manipulate personal data and information. In 

enterprise mobility management and BYODtransmissions over unsecure connections, this vulnerability is of 

particular concern. 

Possible solutions: 

i. API keys must be treated the same way as code-signing and encryption keys. 

ii.Third-party developers must be sure to safely manage keys. 

iii.Often validate a third party to prevent a security breach before releasing API keys. 

3.3.8. Denial of Service attacks: By issuing a DoS attack, attackers make a cloud or mobile enterprise 

unavailable. In the virtual world, network access is interrupted by an intrinsic limitation in shared resources, 

such as CPU, RAM, and disk space or network bandwidth. 

Possible solutions: 

i. Denial of Service attacks on APIs for cloud management are often caused by the company's sending bad 

SOAP or REST requests. 

ii.By responding to the incursion and redirecting traffic to a mitigation device, flow analytics can fend off DoD 

attacks. 

iii.Keep in mind, for the amount of traffic it collects and analyses, the flow analytics tool must be scalable. It is 

not as effective in battling volumetric (DDoS) attacks because it is a slower method. 

3.3.9. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)Attacks: 

These attacks on the volumetric or application layer are on the increase and more adverse than DoS. This is 

because they are maliciously spread and produced at a central location from different sources and created at a 

central location for high volume incursions. Network traffic is frequently in simulated gridlock when threats are 

observed and websites are rendered helpless. 

Possible solutions: 

i. Fending off a DDoS attack involves robust in-path deployment of a DDoS mitigation system that processes all 

incoming and outgoing traffic on an ongoing basis. When there aremulti-vector attacks, the device ought to be 

able to act immediately and scale and perform. 

3.3.10. Poor IP Protection: 

Extra protection is necessary for intellectual property (IP). It must be in place with the strongest encryption and 

authentication protocols. To determine potential security risks, IP must be identified and classified. A 

vulnerability assessment and suitable encryption are needed. 

Possible solutions: 

i. In classifying IP and quantifying risk, fully automated systems are inadequate. These assignments must be 

performed manually. IP-related risks can be identified only once that data is classified. 

ii.Know the root of your risks. Create and follow a comprehensive threat model. 

iii.Create a permission matrix. 

iv.Harden all elements of open source to avoid incursions. 
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v.Conduct comprehensive investigations to third parties. 

vi.Ensure that your network infrastructure is secure. 

3.3.11. Lack of Data Ownership: When handling data, cloud vendors must be thoroughly vetted for 

security controls. Businesses lose some power to control their own data set until cloud-deployed. To avoid 

surprises, enterprise managers must know what protection levels are available in the cloud. 

Possible solutions: 

i. Ownership of data and confidentiality must be checked. Stop sellers who do not have fair standards of 

ownership. 

ii.Get all specified in a well-constructed Service Level Agreement (SLA) covering a hybrid IT company from 

the supplier. Know precisely who has access to information, what the provider does with logs/statistics of 

access, and the jurisdiction/geographic location of all data stored. 

3.3.12. Failure to Communicate with Provider: 

Without having a written estimate and service information to be conducted on your vehicle, you will not get a 

car fixed. Agreements at the service level (SLAs) do the same. They explain goals and tasks. 

Possible solutions: 

i. A customer must let the cloud provider know exactly what security specifications are expected in the case of 

security. It prevents surprises and catastrophes. The CSA Protection, Confidence and Assurance Registry 

outlines the security controls provided in the marketplace by each cloud provider. As a guide, use it. 

ii.Ask thorough questions. Unless a provider of servicesgives comprehensive responses about how they identify 

and secure multi-tenant boundaries, guarantee FISMA, compliance with PCI and auditing, call someone else. 

3.3.13. Poorly defined SLAs: Customers lose the right to monitor their own data set when 

transitioning to the cloud, and are compelled to count on service providers to protect data properly when in the 

public sector. 

Possible solutions: 

i. Access permissions and safeguards must be explained and security provisions in the SLA must be well 

defined. The same applies to the cloud service provider's standards and specifications. 

ii.In the Service Level Agreement, fair service standards must be clearly detailed such that the customer has 

recourse if service is interrupted or data is damaged. 

iii.Have it checked by an attorney before signing any agreement. 

3.3.14. Data Leakage: On the part of a cloud provider, inadequate security protocols can compromise 

data that can be corrupted, destroyed or improperly accessed. This is particularly true in environments with 

worker-driven BYOD. 

Possible solutions: 

i. Never assume that the provider, unless it is in writing, has data leakage covered. Prevention of data loss is key. 

Cover the bases all. Get the fine print read. 

ii.Security is the responsibility of the customer as a client of the enterprise owns consumer data. 

iii.Security measures must be capable of countering malfunctions in the infrastructure, violation of 

confidentiality and errors in software. 

3.3.15. Poorly Defined Management Strategies: 

Only when everyone knows what needs to be achieved is seamless hybrid cloud management achieved. With 

leadership policies and procedures, jobs must be strictly defined. It is possible to hack a network without these 

instructions. To handle the entire infrastructure, a holistic approach has to be taken. 

Possible solutions: 

i.Management tools and techniques must be compatible for computing, networking and storing resources over 

various domains. It is a hybrid cloud administrator’s task to make sure this template is in operation.  

ii.Cloud management policies should define the specifics of configuration and installation rules; access control 

for confidential information/restricted applications; and budget management and reporting. 

iii. Know just what cross-platform tools to handle a hybrid cloud can be used. 

For the best protection, describe access controls, user management, and encryption strictly. 

Prepare access management policies that determine how both public and private clouds access sensitive data or 

limited applications. 

Using configuration management tools to reduce misconfiguration errors and simplify image-build processes in 

resource provisioning. 

3.3.16.Badly Constructed Cross Platform Tools: Do you know how activities can be handled across 

various domains? As normal, hybrid clouds are not industry. When they do not multi-task, several 

administrators run amuck. In a hybrid world, poorly specified or implemented cross-platform management are 

major pitfalls that must be avoided. 

Possible solutions: 

Define whether it is necessary to run your company with specialized tools or a suite of tools. What is needed for 

the job to be done? Determine if you need: 
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i.Tools for cloud application migration for interoperability and transferring apps between private and private 

applications 

ii.Clouds in public. Be sure to have tools for cloud monitoring that fit a virtualized environment. 

iii.In order to maintain access and protection necessary for dynamic cloud provisioning and VM movement, 

cloud automation tools. 

3.3.17.Disgruntled or Malicious Employees: The most malicious attacks can be right under our noses 

sometimes. Not all staff and insiders are reliable. Customers or confidential data can be used by certain insiders 

to interrupt business activities. 

Possible solutions: 

i. Managers of the Content Protection Policy (CSP) must provide robust security controls that can track the 

activities of employee networks to prevent this kind of malicious fallout. 

ii.Establish an insider threat program with tactics clearly identified. 

iii.Never trust - Always search. Stop any unauthorized attempt at entry. 

iv.Implement a strict protection policy for passwords. 

v.Limit access to the vital assets of the organisation. 

vi.Develop protocols for instant response that recognize and respond to any suspicious or malicious 

 

Table 1. Comparision of various performance metrics 

 
 

Table 1. Comparision of various performance metrics  continuation.. 
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4.Conclusion 

The cloud computing is a springing trend adopted by most of the organizations.as it is having many advantages 

along with few disadvantages. This paper contributes towards the research expostulations and solutions that 

helps to fix the security issues occurred while storing and maintaining the data in the hybrid cloud. 
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